14 Reasons Why a National Socialist Government
Is Better for the American Economy!
1. Jobs will be created in America, and products will be made in America, by American workers.
2. All workers will be paid a fair wage, enabling them to support their families and provide for the common
good and prosperity of everyone in American society.
3. Unemployment will be eliminated, allowing all workers greater dignity and a share of economic profits.
4. We will create open and balanced trade with other nations of the world, ensuring a fair share of global
markets for all American products, as well as competitive trade relationships.
5. We will utilize the military for defending and securing the interests of our citizens and borders against
foreign intrusion, instead of sending our troops overseas for non-worthwhile causes at a staggering
economic and social cost.
6. Military production will be increased, ensuring that American workers are employed productively and
contribute to the welfare and protection of the citizens and the country.
7. Expansion of consumer goods production will raise the standard of living for all Americans, ensuring that
all citizens are able to maintain and preserve their way of life.
8. Natural resources will not be exploited, wasted, or turned to profit by foreigners, but used for the common
good of all Americans.
9. All Americans will be given the full education and skills needed to compete in a global economy.
10. All Americans will have health care and increased access to healthy food and lifestyles, leading to a
happier and a more productive nation.
11. National Socialism means taking the ownership, responsibility, and benefits of our resources and means of
production out of the hands of the elite few, so that these things will benefit all citizens.
12. National Socialism will create a sustainable society that can build and flourish for the current generation as
well as generations to come, ensuring the survival of our race.
13. Under National Socialism, need and not profit will drive production, as opposed to the current model.
14. National Socialism will help end political unrest by giving everyone a chance to participate in the system,
so that all citizens’ voices are heard and their needs are met in the most efficient and complete way
possible. This will ensure a stable and safe living environment for all Americans.
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